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Getting a knighthood 

(Bristol, June 1996) 

It's unreal, isn't it? I've always had a strong sense of the ridiculous, of the absurd, and 
this is working overtime now. Many of you must have been thinking, ‘Why Berry?’ 
Well, since I am the least knightly person I know, I have been asking the same 
question, and although I haven't come up with an answer I can offer a few thoughts.  

 How does a scientist get this sort of national recognition? One way is to do 
something useful to the nation, that everyone agrees is important to the national well-
being or even survival. Our home-grown example is of course Sir Charles Frank's war 
work. Or, one can sacrifice several years of one's life doing high-level scientific 
administration, not always received with gratitude by the scientific hoi polloi but 
important to the smooth running of the enterprise. Sir John Kingman is in this 
category. Another way – at least according to vulgar mythology – is to have the right 
family background. Well, my father drove a cab in London and my mother ruined her 
eyes as a dressmaker. Another way is to win the Nobel Prize or one of the other huge 
awards like the Wolf or King Faisal prizes, like Sir George Porter as he then was, or 
Sir Michael Atiyah. The principle here I suppose is, to those that have, more shall be 
given.   

 I don't qualify on any of these grounds. The nearest I come is to have have 
won an fairly large number of smaller awards. I got one last Friday: the Dirac medal 
of the International Centre for Theoretical Physics at Trieste. Perhaps the principle is 
that a lot of small prizes equals one big one. I doubt it. That would be silly. Probably 
you know the story about the journalist who went to visit a senior scientist who had 
just won a big prize, and, seeing an enormous number of certificates and citations 
proudly hanging on his walls, asked: “How did you get all these?” The scientist 
replied by pointing to an insignificant little certificate: “Once I did a really fine piece 
of research, and was awarded this one. Then I got this other prize because I had 
received the first one, the next one because I had received the second one, and so on”. 
So I really don't know why I find myself in the position I'm in now. The citation 
reads: for services to physics. Well, I don't know about services, but although I have 
done some physics over the years, we all know that doing science is its own reward - I 
often marvel that we even get paid for having such a rich and satisfying life. I must 
have friends somewhere, I suppose.  

 So ignorant am I of this strange matter of honours that I don't even know what 
a Knight Bachelor is. I thought I knew what bachelor meant, having been in that state 
an indecent number of times, although not recently, but when I looked it up I found:  

 A young knight, not old enough, or having too few vassals, to  display his 
own banner, and who therefore followed the banner of  another.  

Hmm... 

 A knighthood is an national award, but although I am often grateful for the 
freedoms and opportunities I have had through having been born and grown up here 
in this particular historical period, I am not a particularly patriotic person. I travel too 
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much, and see science as too thoroughly and essentially international, for that. The 
loyalty I do have, and where I think today's honour is appropriately directed, is to this 
department. Over the years I have had such an inspiring and brilliant series of 
colleagues: John Nye, John Hannay - they all seem to have been called John, don't 
they? – Jon Keating, Jon Robbins, many non-Johns, of course, and in the early years 
not a collaborator but a mentor who protected me when I crawled out on various 
unfashionable scientific limbs, namely John Ziman. 

 But the department is much more than one's research collaborators. This Royal 
Fort - or, on letters I have received, the Royal Fork, Royal Foot, Royal Font, or Royal 
Fart, or Professor M V H H Wills, or the H H Wills Physics La Oratory, or, my all-
time favourite, that gave me delusions of grandeur for ages: Professor M V Berry, H 
H..... But I digress. Over the many years that I have been here – more years than not, 
actually – I have enjoyed the most supportive and tolerant working environment that 
could be imagined. I visit many departments, in this country and abroad, and I can tell 
you that there isn't a place like it for helpfulness, pulling together, absence of feuding 
and bitterness, and plain friendliness. The spirit of this place has been sustained by 
sensitive leadership, but it exists because eveybody shares it. I mean everybody: not 
just our academic colleagues and students but cleaners, porters, secretaries, the 
workshop.  

 Now I'm getting emotional, so I'd better stop. What I'm getting towards is this: 
this knighthood has my name on it, but I think of it as ours.  
 


